The Southern Highlander has been the target of much literary effort in the fields of romance, history, theology, and, more recently, of psychology. He has been represented as chivalrous, treacherous, devout, heathenish; scrupulously honest, shrewdly over-reaching; kind, cruel; keen-minded or half-witted. In short, he is shown in every conflicting and contrasting phase that some idly curious traveler, hotly partisan defender, or too aggressive sociologist has discovered in the individuals he has been able to approach.
It can be readily seen that the answers cannot be found in the tests themselves, very little in merely questioning the children, and not at all in the mass of literature dealing with the mountaineer. Accordingly, the examiner literally walked, talked, worked, ate, and slept with the people until they paid her the highest compliment they know?You're just as common as we are." The services of the Public Health Nurse and the head of the Community House were enlisted, and every detail of life and conversation was noted with care.
Sometimes it seemed that this piece of work could never be written for publication?as though it would be a betrayal of the friendship of those who shared their bread and salt with the stranger. But the thought that the children of the highlands must be known in order to be given a fighting chance makes it possible to go on.
The people of this community received their land in return for services rendered during the Revolutionary War, and some families still hold deeds to parcels of land in the County of Kentucky, State of Virginia. They came inland from North Carolina, taking their grants of land unseen. It was poor enough soil, but with a thousand acres of it, the pioneers could make shift to support a family and even maintain the degree of civilization which they brought with them. By the time, however, that the land was divided among an average family of ten and similarly subdivided by the recipients among their numerous progeny, the third and fourth generations are reduced to a state bordering on abject poverty. Isolated by impassable roads from all competition with the outer world, they lost the incentive to keep up any of the niceties of life. Adherence to the Union cause during the Civil War antagonized their lowland neighbors and stimulated the morbid pride which forbids acceptance of help from outside.
Thus we find the mountaineers half a century behind us.
Physically the children are nearly all below standard. Case 7 is the only child in the fourth grade not under weight. This is not surprising when one studies the conditions of life. The food is poor in quantity, quality, and variety. Corn pone, made only of coarsely ground corn, water and salt, is the staple breadstuff, beans of all descriptions, cooked with quantities of fat, are often the only vegetables; pork, locally called hog-meat, usually appears once a day, and buttermilk or black coffee sweetened with sorghum are the usual beverages. Case 3 seldom brought any lunch to school, and was reluctant to accept any offerings, fasting from a five o'clock breakfast until supper, which occurred "along about dark." Case 12 carried a small tin pail and a spoon which rather puzzled the teacher, until she summoned courage to explore the pail, discovering a small cube of corn pone over which a cupful of sour milk had been poured. Case 15 seldom carried more than a green apple or two; and as he did the cooking for a family of five, it is doubtful if the other meals did much to atone for this noonday insult to his digestive apparatus.
In the crowded cabins which serve as homes, going to bed is merely a matter of lying down. Lack of privacy and lack of extra garments foster the habit of sleeping in full dress and arising ready for the day. Sanitary arrangements are absent to a degree inconceivable to outsiders.
Only one house in the district has even an outside toilet, so all disease are rampant. The Community House introduced the drilled well, and a few families followed suit; the usual source of drinking water is a dug well or an open spring. Every child in the school probably has hook-worm, but the overburdened nurse asks, "What is the use of subjecting them to the torment of removing these parasites when they will be infected again in a few weeks?" Quarantine is unknown, so every one flocks to visit the sick, regardless of whether the ailment be a broken arm or smallpox. Epidemics are therefore uncontrolled. Decayed and infected teeth are the rule rather than the exception among adults; and bad tonsils are appallingly prevalent among the children. Pellagra is not uncommon, and some syphilis is found. Perhaps these conditions serve as a sifting process, but they are indisputably a handicap in life's race.
For four years the Community Nurse has cared for the women in childbirth, giving the babies a better chance than when some ignorant neighbor officiated. She has also organized the children as Health Crusaders, and conducts a dispensary for minor ailments, besides going into the homes to care for those who are seriously ill. For two years skilled surgeons and dentists from the large cities of the state have given their services, holding clinics in the CommunityHouse for all who will submit. Year by year, the number will increase as it is seen that the victims do not die, but attain a greater degree of health and comfort. Perhaps in a generation we shall find a people more physically fit, but just now we must read each child's intelligence test in the light of his physical condition. Health was an almost negligible factor in the Army tests, since the seriously unfit were sifted out before they reached the camps, but in the school and community it must be reckoned with.
Educationally the mountain child has had even less chance than physically. The rural school term is six months at best, beginning in July and closing at Christmas, when the mud and half-frozen water become impassable. About half of the parents are illiterate and therefore unable to help or stimulate the children outside of school. Many adults say sadly, "I don't know a letter in the book." They want their children to have "learning," but despite good intentions are prone to keep them out of school to work. One reason why group tests were impossible as a foundation for this study was that the group was scarcely the same on two consecutive days.
Imagine yourself three or four miles from the school, over roads so steep and rough that the uninitiated have to use hands as well as feet to climb, and with no means of transportation except your own bare feet. Then ask whether zeal for knowledge, or an unenforced attendance law would take you over that distance twice a day.
Even these children across the mountain are better off than those on the wrong side of the creek: for these latter must cross the streams once or twice on frail rafts, or wade knee deep in the cold water. A heavy rain effectually interrupts their course. As will be shown in the case descriptions, the ability of the child in tests dependent on schooling is largely determined by the distance from the school house. His Binet mental age is 143 months, and his I. Q. 80; seven of the group excelled his mental age, and only one had a lower I. Q. His vocabulary score was only 32 words, as it was exceedingly difficult to get responses. On the other hand, the abstract terms and similarities called forth some unusual expressions, as, "Revenge is to take your hardships out on anybody," and wool, cotton, and leather "all have little fuzzes when torn." The picture descriptions were brief, but all had some one superior feature, as, "George Washington and the little dog are going off." One fable was correctly generalized and two others explained concretely. Memory included five digits reversed, and ten memories from reading and report. All the dissected sentences were correct, though he is a wretched reader. The only test passed in year XIV was the president and king, which he had heard explained at election time. The formboard was better done the first time than the second, but the third trial was without error, and all three consumed only Zx/i minutes. In the Courtis test this boy was slow but accurate, in the Ayres he was letter perfect to the sixth grade standard, but in reading his achievement was scarcely that of third grade.
Significant facts are: 1. Maturity shows in tests where experience counts. 2. Memory is good for both related and unrelated material. 3. Repression and habits of silence affected linguistic tests. Case 11, on the father's side, is a full cousin of Cases 4 and 10, and more distantly related to Case 7, although closely associated with her by proximity. She is 10 years 5 months old, weighs 55 pounds, which, for her height of 4 feet 2 inches, is 9 pounds deficient.
Whooping-cough and tonsilitis are the only diseases recorded for her. Tonsils were removed in 1920, improving her health, but failing to remove a speech defect, apparently due to a malformed palate. She reversed the usual order by talking at eleven months, and not walking until two months later. She is an affectionate child, of considerable poise and pleasing manners. Although silent, like her cousin, Case 10, she shows no trace of ill humor. She is a real student, very conscientious and religiously inclined, and seems too sedate to play much.
The mother having died at the child's birth, she has been brought up by an aunt. No child in the school has been more tenderly loved and cared for, often being indulged beyond her own best interests. The home was poor enough?a mere s ack?but nearness to school and Community House compensated for the immediate surroundings. Lately the father has failed to provide for her support, and the aunt has been obliged to go out to domestic service. The child was placed in a boarding school; but in mountain vernacular, "Couldn't get satisfied," so she is sojourning alternately with her grandparents, whose home is described in connection with Case 4 and in the family of Case 7. Her actual schooling has scarcely exceeded sixteen months, but she reads excellently, writes and spells as well as fourth grade children elsewhere. Number work is harder for her, but if given time she gets results.
Her mental age is 132 months, sharing thirteenth rank with Case 7, and her I. Q. is 106, with five subjects above her.
Memory for unrelated material showed poorly, but from the reading and report she retained 13 memories, and evidently carried a visual memory of the drawings in year X, though her execution was poor.
In school work she memorizes remarkably. The vocabulary score of 35 words is good for her age and advancement; three abstract terms in year XII were correctly defined; and three of the similarities were also correct.
One fable was generalized and two explained correctly. Absurdities and pictures presented no difficulty.
Summarizing! In the Binet test his I. Q. is 111, and mental age 161 months.
In both his rank is third.
Unrelated memory included six digits reversed and seven direct, and in related matter ten memories were reproduced from the reading and report. Visual memory seemed poor, the formboard requiring experiment each time, and the second design being a mere scrawl. The vocabulary score of 40 words was normal for his age, and much superior to his school status. Sentences in IX, 5, were well done, rhymes correct, abstract words defined and distinguished, pictures well described, and three fables correctly generalized. An odd mistake in the Dutch picture was, "I guess she is Japanese by her queer shoes." This boy grasped the absurdity in the railroad accident, and knew all three differences between president and king. Unusual expressions or unexpected information appeared in "Africa is a Southern country;" forfeit is "to lose to another;" crunch, "to eat out loud." Evidence of home training appears in "Before undertaking anything important, be sure whether it is right to do it;" impolite is "not to take off your hat to a lady;" and "the preacher came to pray and make him feel satisfied." The induction test was comprehended at the fifth cutting.
Outstanding facts are! 1. Unusual power of expression. In year VIII, all tests were passed with nothing remarkable, except the use of the genus "thing" in definitions. In IX, everything was correct, except the weights, which were correctly arranged the first time, dumped down at random the second and more carefully compared in the third, though with one transposition. In year X, only the vocabulary score and comprehension were correct. The first two absurdities were grasped but the others brought the irrelevant replies (c) "She was silly;" (d) "They couldn't;" and (e) "It's too bad." The drawings showed no conceivable resemblance to the designs, the reading left only seven memories, though the time was a full minute. The formboard was put together correctly the first time in three minutes, the second in two, and the third time he gave up after innumerable errors. The unusual vocabulary score of 36 words was probably due to the mother's habit of talking and reading aloud to the children.
In year XII, he succeeded in defining pity, charity, and justice, gave four similarities satisfactorily, and produced a superior plan for the ball and field. Failures in this year were: dissected sentences, no response; digits reversed, no resemblance to series given; pictures, mere enumeration; fables, no real explanation, as, "Carry pail," "wheels sank," and "be kind to donkey."
In year XIV, the first two problems of fact were correctly explained, partly because he had heard about legal division of property.
Summarizing was his base, with nothing noteworthy except a peculiar transposition of digits,4-9-3-7 being reversed as 9-4-7-3. "The boy lost his ball in the river" is a more mature sentence than is usually given. Native caution appeared in the Comprehension X, 5, "I don't know any bad about him, nor any good either." In year XII, all linguistic tests were failed?namely, vocabulary, abstract words, and similarities.
The two similarities given were! cow, sparrow, snake? "Can't talk"; and rose, potato, and tree, "all have flowers." The last he justified by describing the rather obscure blossoms of forest trees.
In the colonial house, like one other subject, he described the family portraits as, "folks looking in the windows."
Observations on the test are:
1. Linguistic deficiency, due to home conditions. 2. Greater skill in the handling of objects than of pencil. 3. Exceeds Case 13 chiefly in "will-to-do." Case 15 is almost as interesting a subject as Case 3. He is the son of old A, and the uncle of Case 3 and 13. His age is 13 years 6 months, height 4 feet 10 inches, and weighs 70 pounds. The Case 18 is a girl 14 years 2 months old, 4 feet 11 inches tall, and 85 pounds in weight, or 9 pounds deficient. Her complexion is rather unhealthily pallid, though she is well built, strong, and quick of movement. She walked at the age of twelve months, but did not talk until eighteen months, reached physiological maturity just before the age of 14, and is troubled with bad tonsils and decaying teeth.
The father died before the age of thirty, but no cause was ascertained.
"He just died," is all the information available. The mother is an ineffective person, chronically tired and ailing. She is now married to the brother of Case 16, by whom she has four normal children. The home is the only downright filthy one visited. The step-father works away from home much of the time; so this girl and a younger full-brother of remarkable ability are kept at home for weeks at a time to do the farm work. For two or more years the family lived at the mines, where the children were not allowed to go to school for fear they might "catch something from the dirty foreigners," their mother said. One could scarcely see how their condi-tion could be made any worse, but the effect upon their education was as bad as though the reason had been valid. This girl's entire schooling covers less than fifteen months, but she was a superior pupil in fourth grade.
Her Binet age was 161 months, or third in the group, with Case 12 the same, and her I. Q. twelfth, with Case 13 the same. The vocabulary score of forty-one words suggested year XII as a base, so the test began at that point, which proved to be the correct base age. The pictures and fables were especially well interpreted, the latter scoring in year XVI. In year XIV, the rule for the induction test dawned on her at the fifth cutting; but the paper cutting test in year XVIII was a failure.
Other successes in year XIV were the problems of fact, and the clock problems. Failures were vocabulary, above twelve-year standard, arithmetic, and the differences between president and king. All these involved more information than she had encountered. No success was scored above year XIV, except the superior interpretation of fables.
Conclusions based on the test are:
1. Memory language, imagination, and reasoning are adequate.
2. Failures were due to lack of information.
3. Ability was good in the face of remarkably poor opportunity. Some general deductions from the tests seem obvious. With the exception of Case 1, all the children examined are strongly auditory minded. Ground for this assumption lies in several facts.
1. They reproduced the exact tone and manner of the teacher or examiner in repeating anything taught, even trying to twist Dixie vocal organs around Pittsburghese.
2. Only a few visualized the digits to be reversed, seeming rather to repeat them forward in pairs and then reverse the pairs, holding the tone memory throughout the process.
3. The vocabulary test conveyed no meaning until read aloud by the examiner. Of course this is the proper method of procedure, but for the sake of testing the hypothesis of auditoiy ideation, several children were asked to define the first half-dozen words at sight and failed to do so, though the words were well within their reading ability.
4. Much more frequently than is common in children at their age a word was confused with one which resembled it in sound. 
